What we are move to India!
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Have you ever come to blind date? I believe almost everyone has the similar
experience with it. Before we meet him or her, we draw a great picture. Now, I
want to talk about India with that feeling such as, exciting, inspiring and expecting.
A few years ago, I read “Tourist district” and I fall in love with what writer
describes about India. I want to share one of the beautiful stories from the book.
There was one native Indian tribe. One day, they try to cut down a tree by ax but
they couldn't because the tree was too big and huge to cut. Can you image how they
cut the tree later? They stand around that huge one and give a shout to the tree
"Fall down! Fall down!" for a month. Do you know what happened next? The tree
falls over finally by hearing people's shout. The tree could feel because they have
soul. The writer was told this story by Indian in India when he shout to the Indian.
When we meet a person who does really care for flowers and respect them, we
tend to think she or he has much beautiful heart and sense than others. When I
experience India through the book, I feel as if I got to know people who do care
for soul and unseen thing and have beautiful heart. This good feeling about the
India drives me to meet Professor V.G Girish on campus. I met him with my one of
classmates who is Hyung-hea. Before met him I classify India into 2 words which
are “Soul, life, happiness and karma” We wanted to share these four themes with
Professor V.G Girish.
Soul I told him about the story which is happened in Indian tribe village. He
calls soul vibration which is unseen. In India there are a lot of people who do
meditation and Yoga because they care for these powers. They usually get up 3-4
am for their meditation. (Need more explain)
Life There are one saying “Re-start where monkey put your golf ball during the
game” I have to explain background of this. There are many monkeys in India.
When you play golf they take your golf ball and put another place. It happened all
the time. If you are new to India, you might have bothered with them. But Indian
say “Re-start where monkey put your golf ball during the game” You’d best accept
the situation in front of you and just restart. I think it imply Indian’s approach to
the life. When Girish listened to this story he introduces “Swami Vivekananda” who
is the one of spiritual leader in India. (I have to research more on him)
Nowadays, many Korean want to visit India even once in their life. I believe
Indian’s approach to these 2 things which are not regarded as essential thing to
think about in Korea move us to visit and love India.

